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[image: poster]Making Every Assets Productive
Multichain permissionless lending & borrowing protocol for ALL ERC20 tokens.
 Launch App

 
Trade UFT Token 
On Major Exchanges
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Permission less Listing
Any ERC20 token will be able to list without any entity controlling the listing process, making UniLend’s lending and borrowing functionalit accessible to every token.
[image: icon1]Start lending & borrowing more than 9000+ assets

[image: icon2]Create a Dual Asset Pool to enable Permissionless Lending and Borrowing for any asset pair.

[image: icon3]Providing flexibility to lenders to choose the assets against which they wish to lend by selecting a corresponding pool
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Isolated Dual Asset Pool 
Any user can create any ERC20/ERC20 pool to begin lending and borrowing for those assets, thereby making every digital asset productive.
[image: icon1]Every asset pair exists as an independent pool and has no cross-collateralization.

[image: icon2]Ensuring a higher level of security where the volatility of one asset doesn’t compromise the entire protocol.

[image: icon3]Lenders will have the power to earn a risk-free yield on major crypto assets and a long list of tokenized assets.


 Explore


Our Features
Explore Our Innovative Features: Dive into a World of Permissionless Lending 
 & Borrowing to Unlock Endless DeFi Possibilities!
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Concentrated Liquidaion
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Media Coverage 
Stay up-to-date with our latest coverage in top news outlets.

[image: media image 1]From [Cointelegraph]
Feb 01, 2024

Date revealed: Binance listed UniLend's product to launch on Ethereum Mainnet on 12th Feb
UniLend's mission is succinctly encapsulated in its commitment to "Make Every Digital Asset Productive."



[image: media image 2]From [benzinga]
FEB 01, 2024

Date Revealed: Binance listed UniLend's product to launch on Ethereum Mainnet on 12th Feb
UniLend Finance, the decentralized finance (DeFi) platform, is set to launch its much anticipated UniLend V2 on Ethereum Mainnet on 12th February 2024.



[image: media image 3]From [Cointelegraph]
OCT 21, 2021

How UniLend is shaping the future of DeFi with permissionless lending and borrowing protocol
UniLend Finance published their protocol update blog introducing UniLend v2. It is stated that with this update,



[image: media image 4]From [bitcoin.com]
Oct 28, 2022

UniLend V2 Launched: Becomes 1st True Permissionless Lending and Borrowing Protocol
Launching its much awaited V2 testnet on the Goerli chain today, UniLend team is looking to Revolutionise the Lending and Borrowing scene …
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Sep 29, 2020

Investors Flock to India's DeFi Scene Months After Central Bank Ban Overturned
UniLend's mission is succinctly encapsulated in its commitment to “Make Every Digital Asset Productive.” …



[image: media image 6]From [bitcoin.com]
Aug 30, 2023

UniLend Finance Empowers Community Governance with the Launch of UFTG Token
UniLend Finance, a leading decentralized finance (DeFi) protocol is thrilled to announce the launch of its new wrapped governance token, …
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Feb 1, 2023

Making Every Digital Asset Productive With UniLend V2
UniLend V2 is a permissionless lending and borrowing protocol on Ethereum Sepolia Testnet. It offers DeFi services with new features, …









Join our 
Community
Any user can create any ERC20/ERC20 pool to begin lending and borrowing for those assets, thereby making every digital asset productive.
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